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In 1798, Stéphanie Félicité Ducrest de St-Aubin, the comtesse de Genlis, published *Les Petits Émigrés*, an epistolary novel depicting the lives of several families separated by the emigration of the French Revolution. In it, her protagonist, Edouard, explained that he had built friendships with Catholics and Protestants, republicans and monarchists, even his father’s former rivals: all were united by the experience of exile and shared suffering. “After so many catastrophes,” Edouard wrote, “is it possible to still see those who have escaped such terrible dangers as enemies? … Those who suffer relate to one another.”[1] Old identities and enmities were replaced by the shared identity of the suffering exile, wandering without a nation.

In *Le siècle des exilés*, Sylvie Aprile examines this common identity of exile, not just among the émigrés of the French Revolution, but across the multiple communities of French exiles throughout the long nineteenth century. The mutual understanding created by the exilic condition, poignantly evoked by Madame de Genlis’s fictional émigré, operates across time and space for Aprile. Her analysis is based on an observation that is both simple and profound: post-revolutionary France is marked by the phenomenon of exile, either forced or voluntary. With each revolution and regime change, a new group of exiles left the borders of France, and a generation of former *proscrits* flooded back in. Amidst the cycles of revolution, rulers became exiles, and in many cases (Napoleon, the Bourbons, the Orléans) became rulers again. The question of what this exilic character may have contributed to the political culture of both France and its expatriated citizenry is the focus of this book, which moves from 1789 to the Third Republic, and traverses the multiple spaces of exile throughout Europe and the Americas.

Given the vast number and diverse types of exilic experiences between 1789 and 1895, Aprile faces an arduous task: to narrate, organize, and interpret the experiences of hundreds of thousands of individuals who left France in different times, under different conditions, and for different destinations. Aprile asks in her opening pages: “L’épreuve est-elle cependant la même pour l’Émigré pendant la Révolution, le conventonnel régicide banni par la loi d’amnistie de janvier 1816, le proscrit républicain du Second Empire condamné au lendemain du coup d’État par les commissions mixtes ou le communard puis l’anarchiste en exil qui fuient la déportation ou la prison?” (p. 7). Her answer is hesitantly affirmative, based largely on the *emotional* experience expressed by the exile, an emotional experience defined by dislocation, longing, and unrootedness in both time and place. As she writes, “le proscrit exprime souvent, hors de sa terre natale, les mêmes sentiments” (p. 7).

Aprile’s exiles are linked, too, by their status as political outsiders: from the émigrés to the Communards, the exiles of the nineteenth century were banished as a result of their political orientations and their opposition to the ruling regime. Aprile’s goal is to reinsert these exiles into the political history of the nineteenth century, and particularly of the Second Empire.[2] She does so in three primary ways: first, by demonstrating that the émigrés and exiles of the first half of the century helped to create a political category against which later *proscrits* defined themselves; second, by assessing the
political culture of exilic communities, and finally, by considering exiles as mediators—and sometimes as diplomatic obstacles—between nations, social groups, and cultures. In its focus on political culture and practices, this book is in conversation with recent developments in studies of the émigrés of the French Revolution.^[3]

While Aprile’s analysis is rooted in a diachronic examination of the many varieties of nineteenth-century exiles, the organization of the book is explicitly chronological. The book is divided into four parts: part one, “De l’Émigration à la proscription,” examines the émigré and exile experience from the start of the French Revolution until 1848; part two, “Ce que c’est que l’exil: les proscrits face au Second Empire,” assesses the exiles of the Second Empire, who fled or were banished after Louis Napoleon’s coup d’État. Part three, “C’est un dur métier que l’exil,” is a brief, but highly illuminating social history of the spaces, practices, and organizations of exilic life, again with a focus on the period of the Second Empire. Finally, part four, perhaps misnamed (or incompletely named) “Retours d’exil,” examines not just the return of many of the Empire’s exiles under the early Third Republic, but also traces the fates of thousands of Communards who sought refuge throughout Europe after the bloody suppression of the Commune.

Aprile convincingly demonstrates that the exiles of the first half of the nineteenth century, especially the émigrés of the French Revolution, drafted an exilic identity that later exiles would compare themselves to and sometimes define themselves against. Former exiles became touchstones for later ones. In this sense there was a tangible “exilic memory” at work in France, both in renunciation of their predecessors—as Felix Cantagrel’s 1853 declaration, “Nous ne sommes pas des émigrés: nous sommes des proscrits” (p. 147)—and, in homage to them, as when Quinet consciously modeled his itinerary on that of the regicide Baudot (p. 148).

In its scope, the book effectively argues that the nineteenth century was indeed “the century of exiles,” and that this experience transformed ruler and citizen alike. Particularly in chapter two, which focuses on “the exiles of kings, queens, and emperors,” Aprile succeeds in conveying the extent to which the most powerful individuals in nineteenth-century France were themselves subject to the vicissitudes of political transformation and banishment. The question of what influence the experience of a past exile would have upon a ruler’s political identity remains open at the end of the book, but part of Aprile’s argument seems to lie in pointing out that the ubiquity of banishment demands that historians develop a better understanding of exile if they are to fully understand politics in post-revolutionary France.

But the book’s most significant contribution is in the nuanced and well-researched parts two and three. While part one relies largely on secondary sources and highly mediated primary sources (mostly memoirs, often written years after the end of exile), Aprile moves into archival sources in part two to bring to light the lived experience of Second Empire exiles. Here, the chapters get shorter, more precise, and more illustrative. Detailed archival work restores lost narratives to the history of the nineteenth century, demonstrating how individuals survived and sometimes thrived amidst the difficult conditions of exile. Aprile resurrects portraits of French men and women becoming pioneers on the American frontier, taking part in the nascent tourist industry, or mobilizing their expertise and their French identity to thrive as wine merchants, tutors, and translators. She provides snapshots of Frenchmen gathering to write their versions of history at the British Library, assembling and voting in ritualized meetings held at a café in Jersey (p. 181), and organizing political banquets, including one held in 1851 in London that brought together some 750 guests (p. 183). These political practices survived even amidst a culture of suspicion, of fears about spies and government agents, and often under duress from host governments. This social history of the exile experience positions the exiles as participants in the practices of modernity, as Aprile herself claims in her conclusion (p. 287). It also demonstrates that exile was not simply a period of stagnation and waiting, but could be an opportunity for innovation, reinvention, and even at times a politicization that would have been impossible inside of France.
Yet this innovative, active side of exile exists in tension with the common emotional experience that Aprile finds manifested in exiles’ memoirs and their literature, and raises the question of what relationship might exist between the rhetoric and reality of the exilic experience. Aprile moves between literature and memoirs that self-consciously represented exile, and archival documents that shed light, sometimes inadvertently, on the lived experience of banishment. The majority of Aprile’s exiles considered themselves, or at least portrayed themselves, to be the victims of chance, subject to the vicissitudes of forces well beyond their control. Victor Hugo compared his émigré characters in *Les Travailleurs de la mer* to rocks thrown by volcanic eruptions (p. 147), and “tufts of grass” carried away by the wind (p. 148). Likewise, exiles portrayed themselves as embodying that most nineteenth-century of sentiments, nostalgia, looking back with longing at an unrecoverable past. But these expressions seem to be at odds with the lived reality of exile that Aprile portrays in parts two and three of her book, where exiles took control of their fates and fortunes wherever possible, developed spaces for political action, and used literature and narrative to shape their identities and write their own histories.

Both the nostalgia that is portrayed by the exiles and the active life that is uncovered in the archives may well have been—and indeed, probably were—elements of the exilic experience. But Aprile does not interrogate the apparent disjuncture between these two portrayals and does not elucidate why the narrative of a nostalgic exile was the one most commonly depicted in the exiles’ own representations of their experiences. In fact, exilic writing could itself be a political act. Carolyn Chapell Lougee has argued that, with an increasing role for bureaucracy in defining national and civic identity, autobiographical writing changed to focus on interior, personal, and emotional experiences. This was particularly important for exiles, whose civic identity had been erased by the ruling parties or powers. Thus, in Lougee’s words, “Revolutionary émigrés wrote their own personal identity, whether to contest, ratify, or bypass the civil identity a state and its papers would confer upon them.”[4] The common emotional experience that Aprile finds in exiles’ literature and memoirs may have been an attempt to provide a counter-narrative to the “civil identity” as traitors that the state had imposed upon them. Nostalgia itself could become a political tool, a way of inscribing and affirming a national identity that had legally been stripped from them. In this way, exiles were engaged in political action even as they wrote memoirs and novels, and contributed even more than Aprile suggests to the political culture of modern France.

The virtue of this book—its expansive scope—is also its heaviest burden. While a certain amount of generalizing is no doubt necessary when analyzing such a vast and diverse group of individuals scattered across several continents and nearly 120 years, Aprile sometimes loses the trees for the forest, particularly in her first section, where her depiction of the early exiles lacks the nuance of her later chapters. Aprile’s émigrés of the French Revolution, for instance, are identified primarily as “ci-devant” nobles (p. 11), while the best demographic studies of the emigration, flawed though they may be, count nobles as a minority among the total émigré population, a fact that she herself notes on p. 27.[5] The diverse émigrés of the Revolution become, simply, a counterrevolutionary bloc in majuscule, “the Émigrés.” This generalization robs Aprile of the opportunity to build fruitful comparisons with later exiles; how, for example, might one compare the experience of disillusioned republican or liberal revolutionary émigrés, such as those recently examined by Doina Harsanyi, with the republican exiles of the Second Empire?[6]

In addition, by focusing largely on the chronology and geography of exile, Aprile develops a narrative arc that is at times at odds with her argument: namely, that tracing common elements of nineteenth-century French exile forces us to reconsider our political history of the century following the Revolution. Indeed, if this book succeeds in demonstrating some of the key elements of the “script” of nineteenth-century exile, it does not always examine the ways in which that script was reinterpreted, repeated, or rejected, and what those innovations might reveal about changes in the cultures of exile and
of French politics. To give a few examples: we see in part one émigrés attempting to create a Francophone community called Asylum in 1790s Pennsylvania, and in part two, exiles of the Second Republic trying to found utopian communities like the Fourierist town La Réunion in Texas. We see in part one an often-virulent discourse surrounding the indemnification of former émigrés in the so-called milliard des émigrés, and in part three, calls to indemnify the exiled opponents of Louis-Napoleon’s coup d’état. We see in part three the difficulty that exiles of the Second Republic faced upon their return to France, an experience shared by the émigrés of the French Revolution, some 90 percent of whom would again reside within France’s borders. In bringing some of these common themes—community-building, indemnification, reintegration—to light, Aprile uncovers fertile ground for new scholarship to examine how the politics of exile and return changed over the course of the nineteenth century.

Le siècle des exilés raises many questions about the implications of the exilic experience and demonstrates the urgency of answering them. The exiles of the nineteenth century provide a glimpse into some of the most significant issues of modern France: they were "cosmopolites de hasard," involuntary participants in an increasingly transnational Atlantic world (p. 55). They manifested the difficulties of defining and circumscribing national identity, particularly amidst the many regime changes of post-revolutionary France. They portrayed themselves as nostalgic for a France that no longer existed, a temporal position that Peter Fritzsche has described as “an imaginative and often radical subjectivity” that has helped to constitute the modern self.[7] Above all, exiles, while a tiny fraction of the population of France, were figures that transformed both the reality and representations of French politics: Victor Hugo, Edgar Quinet, Chateaubriand; Napoleon, Louis XVIII, Louis-Philippe; Madame de Stael, Louise Michel. Far from being mere “tufts of grass” tossed about by the winds of political change, these were individuals who helped to define modern France, even as they were, each in turn, dispossessed by the French nation.
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